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QUESTION 1
Which Content Engine table is used to query audit records?
A. Event table.
B. Event Class Definition table.
C. Audit Configuration Event table.
D. Audit Processing Bookmark table.
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 2
Of the following statements about searches, which two are true? (choose two.)
A. Stored searches are versionable documents.
B. Stored searches are customizable at run time.
C. Search templates allow for searching across multiple object stores.
D. Search templates can contain only property-based search parameters.
E. Stored searches can only be created through the FileNet Enterprise Manager.
Correct Answer: AC

QUESTION 3
An index file can be accessed by how many index servers at a time?
A. 1
B. 2
C. 3
D. Unlimited
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 4
Why is it important for audit processing clients to use audit bookmarks?
A. To mark important audit records for further investigation.

B. To lock the audit record so other clients will not process the same audit entry.
C. To mark the document associated with the audit record for further investigation.
D. To let the audit disposition process know which records have been processed and are eligible for deletion.
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 5
When using the FileNet Enterprise Manager import manifest function, the "Retry Failed Imports" option handles which
one of the following situations?
A. A transient error has occurred, and the importer will continue trying until the import is successful.
B. The import of an object has failed, so the importer will create the object with as much information as it has, then log
an error.
C. The import of an object failed, so the importer will suspend itself while it searches for another definition of the object
in another export XML file.
D. Object A has a dependency on Object B, but Object B appears after Object A in the export XML file, and the importer
will resolve the error when Object B is encountered.
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 6
What is the primary objective to be considered when implementing a disaster recovery solution for a FileNet P8
platform?
A. Maintain data integrity for the GCD, objectstore databases, storage areas and index data in the event of a disk
failure.
B. Maintain data integrity for the GCD, objectstore databases, storage areas and index data in the event of data
corruption or human error.
C. Provide high availability through redundant hardware and software so that normal operations can continue
uninterrupted after a single failure has occurred.
D. Provide procedures and infrastructure to ensure business continuity in the event of any failure due to simultaneous
failures of all the redundant components or a full disaster.
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 7
You should always run workflow subscriptions in what mode?
A. Exclusive.

B. Collaboration.
C. Synchronous.
D. Asynchronous.
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 8
When creating an Isolated Region, which tool is used to initialize the Isolated Region?
A. Process Designer.
B. Process Administrator.
C. FileNet Enterprise Manager.
D. Process Configuration Console.
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 9
Which of the following identifies all of the available source-destination pair data maps?
A. Property map, service map and user security map.
B. Domain map, property map and user security map.
C. Domain map, object store map and security principal map.
D. Object store map, security principal map and service map.
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 10
A solution developer for a company has completed the design and initial testing of a custom IBM FileNet P8 application.
The next step in the application development projects is to package the solution so it can be moved into QA for further
testing. The solution developer will use FileNet Deployment Manager to create a Deploy Package that can be easily
handed off to QA.
What are the three main components of a Deploy Package?
A. Data half maps, deploy dataset, export manifest
B. Object store map, security principal map, service map
C. Source environment definition, data half maps, deploy dataset

D. Source and destination environment definitions, data half maps, deploy dataset
Correct Answer: D
Reference:http://www01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSNW2F_5.2.0/com.ibm.p8.common.deploy.doc/overview_i
ntro.htm

QUESTION 11
An IBM FileNet P8 system administrator needs to plan what user and group accounts will be used during installation
and configuration of the FileNet P8 Content Platform Engine (CPE).
Which two of these statements is true about the cpe_bootstrap_admin account?
A. The cpe_bootstrap_admin account is a Directory Service account.
B. The cpe_bootstrap_admin account is an operating system account.
C. CPE will not be able to start if the cpe_bootstrap_admin user cannot authenticate.
D. The cpe_bootstrap_admin account is able to create, modify, and delete CPE domain resources.
E. The cpe_bootstrap_admin account is used by the configuration manager tool to connect to the application server.
Correct Answer: AC

QUESTION 12
An object valued property can be used to enforce which two of the following? (choose two.)
A. Annotations.
B. Referential integrity.
C. Security inheritance.
D. Content classification.
E. Maximum content size.
Correct Answer: BC
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